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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No: _______________________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Winter Examination-2018 

 

Subject Name: Compulsory English 
 

Subject Code: 4AH02COE1                      Branch: B.A. (All)  

    

Semester: 2                Date:  20/10/2018         Time: 02:30 To 05:30         Marks: 70 

 

Instructions: 

(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 
Q-1 (A) Each of the following questions has four options. Choose the most appropriate 

options from the given and write answer of it. 

(10)  

 1. a. The antonym of the word ‘full’ is _________. 

b.       a) wise                       b)  empty               c)  clever              d) smart 

 

 2. a. The antonym of the word ‘dark’ is ________. 

b.      a) darkness                  b) darkless             c) light                      d) shine 

 

 3. See, the cat is running _______ kitchen.  

a) into                b) in                          c) on                               d) by 

 

 4. All of the boys _______ a Physics book in their hands. 

a) has                b) have                       c) is                               d) are 

 

 5. Neither of the men _______ present at the party yesterday. 

a) is                          b) was                      c) are                        d) were 

 

 6. a) I saw a boy who had blue eyes. The type of this sentence is________. 

b)       a) Simple              b) Compound           c) Complex                 d) Complex - Compound 

 

 7. This movie was the _________ that I have ever seen before. 

a) Bad                 b) worse                   c) worst                       d) better 

 

 8. ‘Hunchback Sundari’ is written by _______________. 

c)        a) Anand Acharya  b) C. Rajgopalachari      c) V. Rajgopalachari   d) Anand Shatsriji 

 

 9. Students __________ mathematics regularly in the class. 

a) are written           b) are writing                c) write                 d) have been written 
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10. 

 

The passive structure of the sentence: ‘I like mango juice much.’  is ___________. 

a) Mango juice was liked much by I. 

b) Mango juice is liked much by I. 

c) Mango juice is liked much by me. 

d) Mango juice are liked much by me. 

 

    

Q-1 (B) Match column ‘A’ (Tense) appropriately with column ‘B’ (Its use). 

 

(04) 

            Column ‘A’                            -         Column ‘B’  

 1. Simple Present Tense                        -     a)   for actions going on in future  

 2. Simple Past Tense                             -     b)  for actions started in past, going on in present  

 3. Present Perfect Continuous Tense     -     c)  for actions completed on past  

 4. Past Progressive Tense                         -  d)  for actions going on at a time in past  

  -  e)  for actions that are recently stopped  

  -  f) for narrating proverbs / universal truths  

    

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 

 

Q-2 (A) Write a Character sketch of Samuel Teacher narrated in the story. (07) 

    

Q-2 (B) Insert the appropriate prepositions of time / place / action in the following: 

1. The laptop is _____ the brown table. 

2. The cow is grazing ____ a Bunyan tree. 

3. The mangoes are hanging _____ the mango tree. 

4. My father walked _______ the beach yesterday eve. 

5. The boy is praying _____ the morning. 

6. We enter the college ______ 10.30 a.m. daily. 

7. My elder brother was born _______ 31
st
 October, 1990. 

(07) 

    

Q-3  Change the following sentences into passive: 

1. I don’t like sweets much. 

2. He has not broken this cup. 

3. Did Manish ride on the bike yesterday? 

(14) 
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4. Sister has not seen Aadmi movie yet. 

5. Are you writing a letter now? 

6. Who has read autobiography of Gandhiji? 

7. Rekha has been singing hindi songs for last three years. 

8. He had not stolen much money. 

9. Which book do you like the most? 

10. I am drinking hot coffee now. 

11. My father gave me a nice gift on my birthday. 

12. Trees must not be cut to save the environment. 

13. He was given a nice gift on his last birthday. 

14. People should not believe in superstitions.  

    

Q-4 (A) Describe the central idea of the story Hunchback Sundari.. (07) 

    

Q-4 (B) Fill in the blanks using proper form of the degree of the word given in bracket: 

1. My watch is _________ than your watch. (expensive) 

2. The Mt. Killimanjaro is the _______ mountain peak of Africa. (high) 

3. It is ____________ to do the works rather than to say only. (preferable) 

4. Petrol is _________ than Diesel. (costly) 

5. Physics is _________ than Biology. (difficult) 

6. I feel as _____ as my brother feels for me. (good) 

7. My handwritings are the _______ among all the students of my class. (good) 

(07) 

    

Q-5 (A) Describe a character sketch of Kamalam narrated in the story. (07) 

    

Q-5  (B) Write a coherent paragraph on ‘If I would be a leader of the opposition party of the 

Government’… in about 150 words. 

(07) 

    

Q-6 (A) Write a role of the two friends narrated in the story Hunchback Sundari. (07) 

    

Q-6 (B) Differentiate between Simple sentence and complex sentence with examples. (07) 

    

Q-7 (A) Write the structure of Positive, Negative and Interrogative sentences used in Present 

Perfect Tense. 

(07) 

Q-7 (B) Fill in the blanks with appropriate forms of verb. Choose the answers from the (07) 
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options given in the brackets. 

1. One of my brothers __________ three sports bike. (has / have) 

2. The committee _______ appointed to take the final decision. (was, were) 

3. Each of the boys ______ excellent in this class. (is, are) 

4. The team _______ disqualified from the Olympics for not submitting the forms on time. 

(was, were) 

5. All of you ______ instructed to sit down, please. (are. Is) 

6. The furniture __________ good for buying. (is, are 

7. Kamini ________ like to eat hot drinks. (don’t, doesn’t)  

 

Q-8  Translate the following sentences into English: 

૧. આજે મારો દદળસ સરસ છે. 

૨. રાજકોટ અમદાળાદ કરતા ળધ ુગરમ છે. 

૩. આળો, મારા મમત્રને મલો. 

૪. મારા મોટાભાઈ ગઈકાે સરુત ગયા. 

૫. સોનુું એ ચાુંદી કરતાું મોંઘ ુછે. 

૬. અમે સૌથી ધનળાન છીએ. 

૭. આ છોકરી ળધ ુસુુંદર છે.  

૮. સમાચાર તાજા છાય છે. 

૯. રસ્તાની બુંને બાજુ ચાવુું જોઈએ. 

૧૦. આ ઘર અમારુું છે. 

૧૧. ેલુું તારુું રમકડુું  અને આ મારુું છે. 

૧૨. અમે સખુી છીએ. 

૧૩. આ કોણ બોાળે છે? 

૧૪. દૂધ ઠુંડુ છે. 
 

 

(14) 

 
 


